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1 Introduction
The metadata mapping service provides mapping between metadata formats for
audiovisual content as a web service. It comes with a web-based user interface for
configuring and previewing mappings.
It addresses the problem of mapping metadata models, i.e. the metadata properties in a
model, including partial mappings. An easy to use web-based interface allows the
configuration of mappings between both standard and proprietary formats, as well as
customising the conversion of data types. The approach uses an intermediate ontology
called meon, and mappings from formats to/from meon are defined, in order to avoid
defining 1:1 mappings between each pair of metadata formats. In addition, a visualisation
of the derived mappings between source and target formats is also available. The set of
metadata formats and properties are regularly being extended.
This documentation describes the metadata conversion configuration tool (Section 2) and
the interface of the metadata mapping web service (Section 3).

2 Metadata Conversion Configuration Tool
The aim of this tool is to allow domain experts map their schemas or instance data against
the meon ontology by hiding the complexity of OWL and reduce the functionality to their
needs. The specification of this tool is a direct result of the user discussions at the first and
second testbeds. At the second testbed, mockups of the tool have been presented to
users and possible workflows have been walked through. In the last year, the tool has
been implemented as a web application, enabling also remote use and facilitating
collaboration between experts.
In the following, we discuss the steps of creating a mapping project with the configuration
tool.

2.1 Create a new mapping project
In order to create a personal project space (e.g., for customisation of default mappings)
and to safeguard against unauthorized changes, users have to log in with valid credentials
(cf. Figure 1).

Figure 1: Login screen

After the login procedure has been successful, the work on a previously created mapping
project can be resumed or a new project can be created. To start with a new project, at
least a source schema has to be selected, a target schema is not mandatory. In Figure 2,
the creation of a new mapping project between MPEG-7 and Dublin Core is depicted.

Figure 2: Create a new project

After the new mapping project has been successfully created, the main mapping window is
presented to the user (cf. Figure 3).

Figure 3: Default project settings

On the left and right side of the screen, concpets of the selected format specific standards
respectively the meon ontology are displayed. In the middle of the screen, information
about existing concept mappings including mapping costs as well as mapping directions
are displayed.

2.2 Creation and modification of concepts
When clicking on “Edit Concepts” the user can add new concepts as well as modify and
delete existing concepts. Additionally, data type representations (cf. Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.) can be created and attached to
concepts as well as deleted (cf. Figure 4)

Figure 4: Adding data type representations.

2.3 Creation and modification mappings
New mappings between concepts can be created respectively modified in the mapping
mode of the configuration tool. In this mode, a new mapping is created by simply selecting
all involved concepts in a drag and drop manner (cf. Figure 5). In the same style new
concepts can be added to existing mappings. Furthermore, concepts can be deleted from
existing mappings as well as the mapping direction can be changed.

Figure 5: Create new mapping in drag and drop manner.

2.4 Transformation
2.4.1 Create XSL-File
After clicking on “Create XSL” in the main window, a new XSL document is created based
on the defined mappings and data type representations (cf. Figure 6).

Figure 6: Create XSL

2.4.2 Upload and transform example documents
In order to test the newly created XSL document, example documents can be uploaded
(cf. Figure 7) and an XSL transformation can be executed. The transformation results are
displayed in another screen (cf. Figure 8) and can be downloaded as well.

Figure 7: Upload XML files

Figure 8: Transformation result

3 Mapping Service Interface Definition
This section describes the interface specification of the metadata mapping service.
Authentication is not considered on a service level. It is expected that these issues are
dealt with on a system level. It is common practice to use the authentication mechanism
supported by the HTTP protocol (RFC2616) with the Basic Authorization token in the
protocol header. If necessary, the updated version of the interface will include required
extensions to support this functionality.
Table 1: Terms used by the PrestoPRIME web service interface.

inputformat

An identifier of the format (e.g. MAWG, DC, MPEG-7), it must be
an item from a list of supported input format names

outputformat

It must be inside the list of supported output format names. Most
input format identifiers are probably also in the output format
identifier list. Theoretically the input format and output format list
could be identical but in reality some formats are useful to use as
output format only.

environmentname

An identifier provided by users of PrestoPRIME services. The
environment keeps your uploaded documents and conversion
settings. The environmentname should contain an organisation
name or user name and a project title (e.g. INA, Europeana
export).
Note: all characters except letters and digits should be encoded as
%HH where HH is the hexadecimal number of the character,
because this identifier will be part of the internet service URL, e.g.
%20 for space character).

document

Uploaded XML data will be stored on the server during the
environment lifetime and it gets a unique document URI. This
identifier is to be used when starting a conversion of this document
and later for accessing the result document.

character set
encoding

XML data should have specified one of following character set
encodings in the XML header: UTF-8, UTF-16, ISO-8859-1 (Latin1)
Other character set encodings are not supported yet. Missing
character set encoding specification might lead to wrong
interpretation of characters (UTF-8 will be assumed if none of
these character encodings is specified).

3.1 Web service functionality
For providing maximum compatibility we specify our services as RESTful HTTP services.
This approach can be used with most programming languages and system platforms. We
recommend Java programming and Perl scripting for using the services. SOAP services
would be more complicated for low level script or programming languages, since the
services require XML data as input or output. SOAP services would need an extra layer of
encoding/decoding – between SOAP data and XML. The chosen RESTful implementation
is the most flexible and suitable in our PrestoPRIME environment. The Base URL of the
query service is: http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/

In the following we have the descriptions of the exposed methods with their parameters
and return messages.
GET inputFormats
It delivers a list of format identifiers that are supported as input (e.g. mawg, dc, mpeg7).
Parameters: none
Return: plain text lines; each line contains an input format identifier.
GET outputFormats
It delivers a list of format identifiers that are supported as output.
Parameters: none
Return: plain text lines; each line contains an output format identifier.
GET availableOutputFormats?inputformat={inputformat}
It delivers a list of format identifiers that might be convertible from a given input format
identifier.
Parameters: {inputformat} (placeholder for an existing input format identifier)
Return: plain text lines; each line contains an output format identifier.
GET isConvertibleTo?inputformat={inputformat}&outputformat={outputformat}
It delivers result text YES or NO in first line, next lines may contain readable information
about requirements that such a conversion can be done successfully.
Parameters: inputformat, outputformat (existing input format and output format identifiers)
Return: plain text lines; first line contains text result YES or NO; more lines might contain
additional explanations.
PUT ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}?
inputformat=INPUTFORMAT&outputformat=OUTPUTFORMAT
It defines a named environment for one or more conversions with conversion settings. All
conversions will be logged together with your environment name. The environment will
keep your data resources and requested conversions for a limited time on the server.
Parameters: environment name (use a name that refers to your organisation or project),
input format and output format
Return: URI of defined environment
GET ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}
Queries information about a previously created environment.
Return: plain text, settings for the given ENVIRONMENTNAME

POST ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}/documents
This allows uploading XML input data to the server1.
Header fields:


Content-Length: NUMBER_OF_BYTES_IN_XML_FILE



Content-Type: application/xml

Content:


XML document

Return:
plain text; returns a document URI
ppenv/ENVIRONMENTNAME/documents/DOCUMENTID for accessing the document
during conversion or "ERROR: message".
Usual errors: data has not accepted XML format or content type.
GET ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}/documents
This service lists uploaded documents to a given environment.
Return: plain text, each line contains information about a document
DELETE ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}
This service stops conversions related to given environment and deletes all uploaded
documents to this environment
GET ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}/documents/{DOCUMENTID}
Download the previously uploaded input document again (this is usually not required).
Return: XML data (can be stored into an xml file).
DELETE ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}/documents/{DOCUMENTID}
This service stops conversion of certain document in given environment and deletes
existing input and result document files.

1

See also RFC2616 and multiparts on HTTP calls.

GET ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}/documents/{DOCUMENTID}
Request a conversion of the uploaded input document from one format into another format
(according to the settings in selected environment) to be scheduled.
Return: plain text (nothing)
OR


ERROR: message (and following lines may contain a more detailed explanation in
some cases).

GET ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}/documents/{DOCUMENTID}
It delivers status information about the pending conversion task. The task can have
following states: ERROR, PENDING, COMPLETED


ERROR: The conversion has failed, error message and maybe also more detailed
explanation is available.



PENDING: The conversion has not finished yet, it gives an estimated number of
seconds when the status of this task should be checked again (retryafter).



COMPLETED: the conversion has finished successfully, a document identifier for
accessing the result XML data is provided. Warnings might be available for
mappings with lost data. Result can be downloaded using /result

Return: plain text, each line contains data (field=value), warning lines may occur several
times, error description is only available for status ERROR. The following data is returned:
inputdocument=URI of uploaded input document
inputformat=INPUTFORMATID
outputformat=OUTPUTFORMATID
status=ERROR or PENDING or COMPLETED
error=error message
warning=warning text
retryafter=number_of_seconds_when_status_should_be_checked_again

GET ppenv/{ENVIRONMENTNAME}/documents/{DOCUMENTID}/result
Download a result document after conversion of the input document is completed. You
should wait till the status operation returns the status value COMPLETED for this
document resource.
Return: XML data (can be stored into an xml file).

3.2 Steps to perform a mapping

Figure 9: Sequence diagram showing conversion actions

1. List available format identifiers
First time: find out which format identifiers exist by listing them using the following
services:
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/inputFormats
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/outputFormats

2. Define a new project-specific environment containing conversion settings
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/proj%20name?inputformat=MPEG7&outputformat=d
c

It returns e.g. http://server:port/proj%20name

3. Upload input XML document
Post XML data (that has input format specified in the environment settings) to the location
given by the URL:
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents

The HTTP header must contain
Content-Type: application/xml
Content-Length: 29001

The XML document must contain 29001 bytes according to the Content-Length
information.
As a result of your successful upload you will get a document URI e.g.
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents/PP00039InpDoc000
31
4.1 Start conversion
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents/PP00039InpDoc000
31/startConversion

This starts the document conversion.
4.1.1. Repeatedly ask status of conversion
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents/PP00039InpDoc000
31

Depending on the current status of the conversion different information will be returned:
a) The conversion is not finished yet
status=PENDING
inputdocument=
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents/PP00039InpDoc000
31
inputformat=mpeg7
outputformat=smpte
retryafter=17

For status PENDING the service tries to guess (depending on number of busy conversions
and size of the input document) when the conversion might be finished. It is recommended
to wait the suggested number of seconds (in the example 17 seconds) before repeating to
ask for the state of this task.

b) The conversion failed
status=ERROR
inputdocument=
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents/PP00039InpDoc000
31
inputformat=mpeg7
outputformat=smpte
warning=input character set encoding missing, assuming default character set
utf-8
warning=missing value for concept 'width' in input document
warning=missing value for concept 'height' in input document
error=required output concept 'resolution' can not be mapped from input data

c) The conversion finished successfully
status=COMPLETED
inputdocument=
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents/PP00039InpDoc000
31
inputformat=mpeg7
outputformat=smpte
warning=mapping from input concept 'mpeg7:Producer' to 'smpte:Creator' lost
semantic
warning=missing input concept 'Date' was completed by current date

After completion the conversion status may deliver warnings found by the conversion.
4.1.1.1. Download the result XML document
http://prestoprime.joanneum.at/conv/ppenv/proj%20name/documents/PP00039InpDoc000
31/result

This service sends XML data using the encoding character set specified in the input
document. It should be stored into a file.

